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Characterization: It is alleged that deficiencies in Cadweld splicing 
records identified in nonconformance report (NCR) WJ-6234 have not been 
properly dispositioned. 

Assessment of Allegation: The NRC staff review of this matter indicated that 
as a result of concerns raiserl during the construction appraisal team (CAT) 
inspection in February and March of 1984, L.P&L had recpened thi~ report 
(NCR). The NCR was originally init;ated on May 16, 1983 and contained several 
issues pertaining to Cadweld record deficiencies, uncertified Cadweld inspectors, 
and the implementation of Cadweld sarnpl ing procedures. The staff assessment 
of each ite~ addressed in the NCR is as follows: 

1. During the quality assurance (QA) record review Cad\'1elds of EBASCO 
identified 90 Cadwelds which had been removed for testing or which were 
visual re~ects with incomplete records. The replacement splice numbers 
for these 90 had not been recorded in the comments column of the daily 
Cadweld inspection reports (OCIR), as required by ERASCO procedure 
W-SITP-4. The alleger was apparently concerned as to whether the 
rep id t:t>111t!11 l Cduwe hi :i wen~ d L. tlld 1i y i 11:, i.e1 II t:u ; 11 f ei.: 1 ~ ~ tj .:: 0;·,.: ;·e:te: :; t;·;;;:: t;; ;·c::; • 

EBASCO researched the Cadweld records and.verified that information 
provided in the QI\ records for preplacement inspection and release 
for concrete placement indicated that installation of 85 out of the 
90 Cadwelds in question had been documented on the preplacement 
inspection data forms and that the Cadwelds passed visual inspection. 
The relevant Cadweld maps indicated that the remaining five, which had 
apparently been designated for cut out, had replacement splices installed. 
Based on this information, the NRC staff believes that the Cadwelds 
removed for. testing or as visual rejects were replaced. 

The NRC staff also reviewed the procedure used to verify the status of 
a Cadweld. A color coding system was used to deiignate splices to be 
accepted, those to be tested and those to he rejected. Maps were also 
made which generally reflected the location of all splices. The NRC 
staff found no evidence of missing splices. 

2. This portion of the NCR addressed certification of J. A. Jones splice 
inspection personnel. (This issue is assessed in detail in Allegation 
A-110). 

3. This portion of the NCR identified 43 Cadwelds that did not receive a 
final visual inspection by J. A. Jones inspectors. The NRC staff 
reviewed Attachment III to NCR WJ-6?34 and noted ·that 41 of the 43 
Cadweld splices were production or sister splices .that had been tensjle .. 
tested and had met the minimum tensile strength requirements. The other 
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two Cadwelds were installed in the containment shield building without 
having received final visual inspection by a certified inspector and 
were not removed for tensile testing. The final inspection of these 
two splices was made by a trainee with six months experience who had 
conducted 504 presplice and postsplice inspections with no discrepancies. 

Based on these findings, the NRC staff co~cluded that the structural 
capability of the two Cadwelds was adequate, and that even though they 
were not visually inspected by a certified Level I inspector, there is 
no reason to question their adequacy. The fact that they did not 
receive a final visual inspection does, however, indicate that EBASCO 
procedures were not being followed in all cases. Nevertheless, the 
NRC staff believes that these two splices do not represent a reduction 
in structural capability. 

4. This portion of the NCR discusses the numerous Cadwelds that did not 
receive a final visual inspection by EBASCO personnel as required by 
the·specification. The NRC staff reviewed the daily Cadweld inspection 
reports and verified that these Cadwelds had received final visual 
inspection by certified J. A. Jones inspectors. These daily Cadweld 
inspection reports were also reviewed by EBASCO QA personnel and found 
to be acceptable. Based on EBASCO review of a concrete preplacr .. ··ri• 
checklist, all the Cad~1elds in question were accepted for concn'·'' 
pi1u.:ernenL. iriE:! ii~C ~Lctli oyr~~u wiLi1 Ll1~ aCCi:iitaiiCc vf the::.e C;;.:.;,.. .• 
The NRC staff believes that while deviations in the specified inspeLtion 
procedures occurred, there is no indication that the quality of the 
specific Cadwelds was impaired by not having had another level of 
inspection at the final stage by EBASCO. 

5. Three specific areas were addressed in this section of the NCR: (1) the 
required· sampling procedures following visual rejection of a Cadweld, 
(2) the use of sister splices to allow splicers to remain qualified for 
the three months when they are not active in production splicing, and 
(3) the adequacy of the overall sampling program implemented for specific 
structures. 

The NRC staff reviewed disposition of the concern that sampling frequency 
of Cadwelds for tensile testing was not resumed for all positions and 
bar sizes after a Cadweld was visually rejected. The requirement to 
resume tensile test sampling for all bar sizes and positions was imposed 
by an EBASCO specification and not by an NRC Regulatory Guide or an 
industry standard. The EBASCO specification further states that the 
splicing crew should be requalified should two visual rejects occur in 
15 consecutive splices. The NRC staff position regarding these issues 
is that a splice visually rejected should be replaced, but that no 
resumption of the tensile test sampling plan or requalification of 
splicers is required as a result of a visual reject unless there are 
repeated visual rejects. 
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Based on its review, the NRC staff concluded that the basis for the 
closure of the NCR was not adequate with respect to the £BASCO speci
fication because the data presented in the NCR was not sufficient to 
determfne if the tensile test sampling frequency was resumed after each 
visual reject~ However, the staff also concluded that even if the 
sampling plan was not resumed, that fact did not constitute a violation 
of any NRC criterion. Regarding the issue of corrective action for 
rejected splices, a review of the recnfds indicates that the rejection 
rate apparently never· exceeded one in fifteent and was generally much 
lower. Thus, corrective ac~ion was never required. The NRC staff 
believes that the data on this concern should be reviewed relative to 
the £BASCO specification. 

The NRC staff also reviewed the concern over whether Cadwelder~ should 
use sister splices to remain qualified when they had done no production 
work for three months. The NRC staff does not disagree with this 
practice or with the disposition of the item by £BASCO. 

The NRC staff attempted to review the Cadweld sampling program as applied 
to specific structures or structural elements, but the data .have not 
been assembled as yet in this manner. Therefore, the sampling frequency 
required by the specification, as well as LP&L 's commitments to comply 
with the guidel inecs in Regulatory Guide 1.10, were riot verified as having 
been meL. 

6. This portion of the NCR discusses the fact that during the EBASCO QA 
record review, they found that some Cadwelds either were not addressed 
on a daily Cadweld inspection report or were not recorded on the Cadweld 
maps. The NRC staff was informed that subsequent to a sample OA review 
performed by the Quality Assurance Instal1ation Review Group, a review 
of all J. A. Jones Cadweld records was completed which esti~ated that 
14,685 Cadwelds were installed. Of these, 39 have records to indicate 
that they were installed, although their exact location along the rein
forcing bar cannot be identified. Information contained in the concrete 
preplacement lists verified that all 39 Cadwelds were installed, inspected 

.and accepted in the concrete placement. This is judged to be acceptable 
to the NRC since the exact location of a splice is generally required 
only until it has been determined the splices have all met. the strength 
requiements based on the samples tested. Nevertheless, knowing the 
location of ecch Cadweld would aid if its removal became necessary. 

Only 6 of the 14,685 Cadwelds on the Cadweld rnap were found not to have 
daily Cadweld inspection reports •. All 6 Cadwelds were located in the 
structures inside the reactor containment buildin!l. The NRC staff review 
of the Cadweld records and test results indicated that only 263 out of 
14,685 Cadwelds were visually rejected. ·At this rejection rate, probably 
none of the six would have been rejected. Moreover, the six are distri
buted throughout the interior structures and even if defective, would 
not contribute to ·any significant understrength. Had one had been a 
visual reject, test data indicate that even if an area twice as large 
as that used to reject splices was present, the splice would still meet 
the tensile test strength criterion. 
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Potential Viol~tions: There is a violation of J. A. Jones procedure W-SITP-4 I 
and the guidelines of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.10, which the rroject was usin9. · 
Additionally, because of the failure to follow thP. procedures and maintain th¢ 
records, LP&L.is in violation of 10 CFR 50, Aprendix B, Criterion V, which ! 
states that activities affecting quality shi!l l he accomplished in 11ccordance ! 
with prescribed procedures. _.J 

Actions Re~uired: Prior to fuel loading, LP&L shi!ll provide to the NRC staff 
the Cadwel data for the project in such a form that it can he readily compared 
to the Cadweld testinCJ criteria. This will require that the Ca<iweld data be 
classified by buildin~ or structura1 element, such as the concrete bdsemat, 
NPIS walls not part of the RAB er FHB, and containment building interior 
structures. Additionally, the data shall be classified by test program type 
(production or sister), bar size, bar position and Cadwelder. Data shall he 
provided in each category on the sequence of splicing, on the total number of 
splices made on the, visual rejects, on production tests and failures, and on 
sister tests and failures. Data shall also be provided on welder qualification 
and requalification, including dates, bar size and bar position. 
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Task: Allegation A-146 and A-157 

Reference Nos.: 4-84-A-06-41, 4-84-A-06-52 

Characterization: It is alleged that deficiencies in Cadweld splicing 
records identified in nonconformance report (NCR) W3-6234 have not been 
properly dispositioned. 

Assessment of Allegation: The NRC staffrreview of this matter indicated that 
as a result of concerns raised during the construction appraisal team (CAT) 
inspection in February and March of 1984, LP&L had reopened this report 
(NCR). The NCR was originally initiated on May 16, 1983 and contained several 
issues pertaining to Cadweld record deficiencies, uncertified Cadweld inspectors, 
and the implementation of Cadweld sampling procedures. The staff assi:ssment 
of each item addressed in the NCR is as follows: 

1. 
... .----· 

During the quality assurance (QA) record review~adw~f ,EBASCO 
identified 90 fadwelds which had been remcved for testing or which were 
visua lt1rejects.\ w.! 1~. incomplete reco~ds. The re pl a cement splice num~ers 
for these 90'-haa not been recorded in the cormnents column of the da 1 ly 
Cadweld inspection reports (DCIR), as required by EBASCO procedure 
~-SITP-4. The alleger was apparently concerned as to whether the 
l"i=>nl;ir&>mPnt i;irlwPlrk wi:>l"l'I ;irt11;il1v inct;i11on in -f:irilitv rnnrl"&>tP c:tl"11rt11rpc 

- r - - - - • - - - . - - . - - - ., ... - ... - .. - - • . . . - - ...... ., - - .. - , - - - ... - -· - - -· . - - . 

EBASCO researched the Cadweld records and verified that information 
provided in the QA records for preplacement inspection and release 
for concrete placement indicated that installation of 85 out of the 
90 Cadwelds in question had been documented on the preplacement 
inspection data fonns and that the Cadwelds passed visual inspection. 

I. ·'i 

The relevant Cadweld maps indicated that the remaining five, which had 
apparently been designated for cut out, had repl.pcement splices installed. 
Based on this information, the NRC staff believ~ that the Cadwelds ·~· 
removed for testing or as visual rejects were replaced. 

The NRC staff also reviewed the procedure used to verify the status of 
a Cadweld, A color coding system was used to designate splices to be 
accepted, those to be tested and those to be rejected. Maps were also 
made which generally reflected the location of all splices. The NRC 
staff found no evidence of missing splices. 

2. This portion of the NCR addressed certification of J. A. Jones splice 
inspection personnel. (This issue is assessed in detail in Allegation 
A-110). 

3. This portion of the NCR identified 43 Cadwelds that did not receive a 
final visual inspection by J. A. Jones inspectors. The NRC staff 
reviewed Attachment III to NCR W3-6234 and noted that 41 of the 43 
Cadweld splices were prod~ction or s1ster splice~ that had been tensile 
tested and had met the minimum tensile strength requirements. The other 
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two Cadwelds were installed in the containment shield building without 
having received final visual inspection by a certified inspector and 
were not removed for ten~ile testing. The final inspection of these 
two splices was made by a trainee with six months experience who had 
~onducted 504 presplice and postsplice inspections with no discrepancies. 

Based on these findings, the NRC staff concluded that the structural 
capability of the two Cadwelds was adequate, and that even though they 
were not visually inspected by a certified Level I inspector,' there .i.s-1 .. ··· 
no reason to question their adequacy.~ i The fact that they did not 
receive a final visual inspection~' however, indicate that EBASCO 
procedures were not being followed in all cases. Nevertheless, the 
NRC staff believes that these two splices do not represent a reduction 
in structural capability. 

4. This portion of the NCR ·discusses the numerous Cadwelds that did not 
receive a final visual inspection by EBASCO personnel as required by 
the specification. The NRC staff reviewed the daily Cadweld inspection 
reports and verified that these Cadwelds had received final visual 
inspection by certified J, A. Jones inspectors. These daily Cadweld 
inspection reports were also reviewed by EBASCO QA personnel and found 
to be -acceptable. Based on EBASCO review of a concrete preplacement 
checklist, all the Cadwelds in question were accepted for concrete 
olacement. The NRC staff aoreed with the acceotance of thP~P t~dwPld~. 
The NRC staff believes that-wr)le deviations in the specified inspection 
procedures occurred, there~·no indication that the quality of the 
specific Cadwelds was impaired by not having had another level of 
inspection at the final stage by EBASCO. 

5. Three specific areas were addressed in this section of the NCR: (1) the 
required sampling procedures following visual rejection of a Cadweld, 
(2) the use of sister splice~~~o allow splicers to remain qualified for 
the three months when they ~not active in production splicing, and 

. (3) the adequacy of the overall sampling program implemented for specific 
structures. 

The NRC staff reviewed disposition of the concern that sampling frequency 
of Cadwelds for tensile testing was not resumed for all positions and 
bar sizes after a Cadweld was visually rejected. The requirement to 
resume tensile test sampling for all bar sizes and positions was imposed 
by an EBASCO specification and not by an NRC Regulatory Guide or an 
industry standard. The EBASCO specification further states that the 
splicing crew should be requalified should twb visual rejects occur in 
15 consecutive splices. The NRC staff position regarding these issues 

v• 1
•
1 i-s., that a splice visually rejected should be replaced, but that no 

resumption,rP.f the tensile test sampling plan or requalification of 
splicers-¥'.s- 1required as a result of a visual reject unless there are 
repeated visual rejects. 
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Based on its review, the NRC staff concluded that the husis for the 
closure of the NCR was not adequate with respect +o the EBASCO speci
fication because the data presented in the NCR was not sufficient to 
determine if the tensile test sampling frequency was resumed after each 
visua~ reject. However, the s~J,~ .. a 1 ~9.~··i~~cl._u,.ded .. 1.tiat,..~.~.~~ if J.he •: ·:·. w fl'J "\ · ·'\ 
sampling plan was not resumed,·inat.t'act·d1d1.not·const1tute a·v10lat1on • t\.LJ. ,I~. 
of .. any .. -NRC criterion~ Regarding the issue of corrective action for 1--u "' ~ , 
rejected splices, a review of the records indicates that the rejection t", r-J·~ ;A:41:.-t ~~ 
rate apparently never.exceed~d one in fifteen •. and was generally much .. "~;·y1~~,-lft~-r-vi 
lower. Thus, corrective action was never required. The NRC staff ~1 · · \r ~···\·I 
believes that the data on this concern should be reviewed relative to " ~.v;\ 1

• ~·"· 
the EBASCO specification. 

1
\ n \J > 

The NRC staff also reviewed the concern over whether Cadwelders should 
use sister sp.lices to remain qualified w~e~ they had done no production 
work for three months. The NRC staff dGiS.Jiot disagree with this 
practice or with the disposition of the item by EBASCO. 

The Nqc staff attempted to review the Cadweld sampling program as applied 
to specific structures o: structural elements, but the data have not 
been assembled as yet in this manner. Therefore, the sampling frequency 
required by the specification, as well as LP&L's commitments to comply 
with the guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.10, were not verified as having 
bee!'! !!!et. 

6. This portion of the NCR discusses the fact that during the EBASCO QA 
record review, they found that some Cadwelds either were not addressed 
on a daily Cadweld inspection report or were not recorded on the Cadweld 
maps. The NRC staff was informed that subsequent to a sample QA review 
performed by the Quality Assurance Installation Review Group, a review 
of all J. A. Jones Cadweld records was completed which estimated that 
14,685 Cadwelds were installed. Of these, 39 have records to indicate 
that they were installed, although their exact location along the rein-
forcing bar cannot be identified. Information contained in the concrete 
preplacement lists verified that all 39 Cadwel9~ were installed, inspected 
and acce~ted in the concrete placement. This~·J~dged to be acceptable 
to the NRC sin~e ~the exact location of a splice{~ generally required 
only until it~ been determined the splices have all met the strength 
requiements based on the samples tested. Nevertheless, knowing the 
location of each Cadweld would aid if its removal became necessary. 

Only 6 of the 14,685 Cadwelds on the Cadweld map were found not to have 
daily Cadweld inspection reports. All 6 Cadwelds were located in the 
structures inside the reactor containment building. The NRC staff review 
of the Cadweld records and test results indicated that only 263 out of 
14,685 Cadwelds were visually rejected. At this rejection rate, probably 
none of the six ~1ould have been rejected. Moreover, the six are distri-

I ·~· .. :". 

" . 

,-, 

/' " 

buted throughout the interior structures and even i:f,.·,{!efective, would 
not contribute to any significant understrength. ~orie had been a r~ 
visual reject, test data indicate} that even if an area twice as large · .. 
as that used to reject splices was present, the splice would still me1t ct:::. 
the tensile test strength criterion. · j~,, 1 
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r;~ tent i al Violations: There is a violation of J. A. Jones procedure W-SITP-4 I 
· i and the guidelines of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.10, whi~h the project was using. 
i Additionally, because of the failure to follow the procedures and maintain the 

l
1 records, LP&L is in violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, which 

states that activities affecting quality shall be accomplished in accordance 
with prescribed procedures. _ __ __ ..; 

A~tions Reduired: Pr1'Clr to fuel loading, LP&L shall provjde--tp the NRC ~~ff 
the Cad. wel data for th'&.-JJroject in such a form·---that it can be r~Mt_ily comp,ared 
.to--the Cadweld testinlcrtteria. This will requi~that the Cadwel<t--.Qata be 
classified. by buHd.i_~ or s'truct1,1r~lement. such as--.,_the concrete bas~at, · 
NPIS walls not part cf :-the RAB or FH , and containment''b__uilding interior'\ 
structttres. Additional'{y, the data sha 1 be classified b)'. test -program type 
(production or sister), ·~ar·size, bar position and Cadweld'e.[. Data shall b~._ 
provideCJ in each category\on the sequence of spl\icing, on ttte total number o~ 
~plices made on th~, vis~al rejects~ on producti6~ tests and failures, and on 
si5ter tests and failures. Data shall also be pr~vided on welder qualification 
an~.~~·e.qual~J~i\~tion, .'including dates_,_ bar

1

_sizeia.nd bar positio~. . .. , 1 1 
. •-· \~ 1•·· r '· "'. · I I h-. }~ , , 1 " v ~ ,,_ ~ ""\ l: t ~ !J f 1 <:H , ~. ,,v~ 
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y'i SSER 

Task: Allegation A-146 and A-157 

Reference Nos.: 4-84-A-06-41, 4-84-A-06-52 

Characterization: It is alleged that deficiencies in Cadweld splicing 
records identified in nonconfor~ance report (NCR} W3-6234 have not been 
properly dispositioned. 

Assessment of Allegation: The NRC staff review of this matter indicated that 
as a result of concerns raised during the construction appraisal team (CAT) 
inspection in February and March of 1984, LP&L had reopened this report 
(NCR). The NCR was originally initiated on May 16, 1983 and contained several 
issues pertaining to Cadweld record deficiencies, uncertified Cadweld inspectors, 
and the implementation of Cadweld sampling procedures. The staff assessment 
of each item addressed in the NCR is as follows: v:FJ . ..:4-_.,,~s c--
1. During the quality assurance (QA) record review.,Cadwel6-s ef EBASCO ) )( 

identified 90 1 Cadweld~which had been removed for testing or which were >< 
visual/jrejec~~/'WftnTncomiffefe- rlliras) The replacement spliceh. numbers .'.( 
for these 90 had not been recorded in the corrments ,.J;Q.lu[!m .. of t e daily 
Cadweld inspection repor~(DCIR), as required b}'(!l?ASC<t"procedure X 
W-.SITP-4. The al leger was apparently concerned as to--·whether the 
replacement Cadwelds were actually installed in facility concrete structures. 

EBASCO researched the Cadweld records and verified that information 
provided in the QA records for preplacement inspection and release 
for concrete placement indicated that installation of 85 out of the 
90 Cadwelds in question had been documented on the preplacement 
inspection data forms and that the Cadwelds passed visual inspection. 
The relevant Cadweld maps indicated that the remaining five, which had 
apparently been designated for cut out, had replacement splices installed. 
Based on this information, the NRC staff believes that the Cadwelds 
removed for testing or as visual rejects were replaced. 

The NRC staff also reviewed the procedure used to verify the status of 
a Cadweld. A color coding system was used to designate splices to be 
accepted, those to be tested,and those to be rejected. Maps were also X 
made which generally reflected the location of all splices. The NRC 
staff found no evidence of missing splices. 

2. This portion of the NCR addressed certification of J~ A. Jones splice 
inspection personnel. (This issue is assessed in detail 1n Allegation 
A-llO). 

3. This portion of the NCR. identified 43 Cadwelds that did not receive a 
final visual inspection by J. A. Jones inspectors. The NRC staff 
reviewed Attachment III to NCR WJ-6234 and noted that 41 of the 43 
Cadweld splices were production or sister splices that had been tensile 
tested and had met the minimum tensile strength requirement_7:' The other 
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' two Cadwelds were installed in the containment shield building without 
having received final visual inspection by a certified inspector and 
were not removed for tensile testing. Th_e.'final inspection of these 
two splices was made by a trainee with ~,~ 1months experience who had )< 
conducted 504 presplice and postsplice inspections wtth no discrepancies. 

Based on these findings, the NRC staff concluded that the structural 
capability of the two Cadwelds was adequate, and that even though they 
were not visually inspected by a certified Level I inspector, there is 
no reason to question their adequacy. The fact that they did not 
receive a final visual inspection does, however, indicate that EBASCO 
procedures were not being followed in all cases. Nevertheless, the 
NRC staff believes that these two splices do not represent a reduction 
in structural capability. 

4. This portion of the .NCR discusses the numerous Cadwelds that did not 
receive a final visual inspection by EBASCO personnel as required by 
the specification. The NRC staff reviewed the daily Cadweld inspection 
reports and verified that these Cadwelds had received final visual 
inspection by certified J. A. Jones inspectors. These daily .Cadweld 
inspection reports were also reviewed by EBASCO QA personnel and found 
to be acceptable. Based on EBASCO review of a concrete preplacement 
checklist, all the Cadwelds in question were accepted for concrete 
placement. The NRC staff agreed with the acceptance of these Cadwelds. 
The NRC staff believes that while deviations in the specified inspection 
procedures occurred, there is no indication that the quality of the 
specific Cadwelds was impaired by not having had another level of 
inspection at the final stage by EBASCO. 

tt. 

5. Three specific areas were addressed in this section of the NCR: (.f) the x, 
required sampling procedures following vfsua.1 rejection of a Cac1weld, 

b(l) the use of ~ister splices to allow splicers to remain qualified for ><. 
the three months when they ~fe.~ot active in production splicing, and X 

c(~) the adequacy of the overall sampling program implemented for specific )<_ 
structures. 

The NRC staff reviewed disposition of the concern that sampling frequency 
of Cadwelds for tensile testing was not resumed for all positions and 
bar sizes after a Cadweld was visually rejected. The requirement to 
resume tensile test sampling for all bar sizes and positions was imposed 
by an EBASCO specification a_nd not by an NRC Regulatory Guide or an 
industry standard. The EBASCO specification further states that the 
splicing crew should be requalified should two visual rejects occur in 
15 consecuti1e splices. The NRC staff position regarding these issues 
is that a splice visually rejected should be replaced, but that no 
resumptio~f the tensile test sampling plan or requalification of 
splicers -~required as a result of a visual reject unless there are 
repeated visual rejects. 

. ...... -
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Based on its review, the NRC staff concluded that the basis for the 
closure of the NCR was not adequate with respect to the EBASCO speci
fication because the data presented in the NCR was not sufficient to 
determine if the tensile test sampling frequency was resumed after each 
visua~ reject. However, the s~&h~~SE~,eth~en,. i.;f<?.the avJrr.en7. ,'{ 
sampl mg plan was not resumed," onmttlte 1=-:vie-lat1on 
of any NRC criterion. Regarding the issue of corre_rJ:ive action for 
rejected splices, a review of the 1 records indjcat~hat the rejection Y 
rate apparently never exceeded orre in fj_f-t~n, and'was generally much 'l 
lower. Thus, corrective action was never required. The NRC staff 
believes that the data on this concern should be reviewed relative to 
the EBASCO specification. 

The NRC staff also reviewed the concern over whether Cadwelders should 
use sister splices to remain qualified when they had done no production 
work for thf~- months. The NRC staff does not disagree with this 
practice or with the disposition of the item by EBASCO. 

The NRC staff attempted to review the Cadweld sampling program as applied 
to specific structures or structural elements, but the data have net 
been assembled as yet in this manner. Therefore, the sampling frequency 
required by the specification, as well as LP&L's commitments to comply 
with the guidelines in Regulatory Guide 1.10, were not verified as having 
been met. 

6. This portion of the NCR discusses the fact that during the EBASCO~QA X 
record~review, they found that some Cadwelds either were not addressed 
on a daily Cadweld inspection report or were not recorded on the Cadweld 
maps. The NRC£bt~!f was informed that subsequent to a sample QA review 
performed by tlie;\Ou~l ity Assurance Installation Review Group, a review x, 
of all J. A. Jones Cadweld records was completed. w/lich estimated that 
14,685 Cadwelds were installed. Of these, 39 bN~ records to indicate X 
that they werz.o,,~~.a) led, although their exact location along the rein
forcing bar ~tie identified. Information contained in the concrete "<' 
preplacement 1 ists verified that all 39 Cadwelds were installed, inspected, 'y. 
and accept?~- j-p the concrete placement. This ~~judged to be acceptable - v 
to the NRC~~TI1ce the exact location of a splice is generally required 
only until 1t has been determined the splices have all met the strength x 
requwments based on the samples tested. Nevertheless, knowing the 
location of each Cadweld would aid if its removal became necessary. 

Only 6 of the 14,685 Cadwelds on the Cadweld map were found not to have 
daily Cadweld inspection reports. All 6 Cadwelds were located in the 
structures inside the reactor containment building. The NRC staff review 
of the Cadweld records and test results indicated that only 263 ~of 
14,685 Cad~elds were visually rejected. At this rejection rate, probably 
none of the six would hqve been rejected. Moreover, the six are distri
buted throughout the interior structures and even if .dlfective, would 
not contribute to any significant understrength. ~one had been a 
visual reject, test data indicate that even 1f an area twice as large .. 
as that used to reject splices was present, the splice would stillvroe(t 
the tensile test strength criterion. 

x 
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Potential Violations: There is a vidlation of J. A. Jones procedure W-SITP-4 
and the guidelines of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.10, which the project v1as using. 
Additionally, because of the failure to follow the procedures and maintain the 
records, LP&L is in violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, which 
states that activities affecting quality shall he accomplished in accordance ; 
with rirescribed procedures. · .--J 

..... 
Actions Reduired:)P~ior to fuel loading, LP&L shall provide to the NRCstifff-·~----, , 
the-CadWSl ~for the project in such a form that it can be readily compared•·· '~ -······ 

/to the Cadweld .. testing criteria. This will require that .the-Cadwelcf data be. ' 
/classified by·building o·r.Structur:al element, such es--lhe concrete basemat, 

/ NPIS walls not part of the RAB or FH.~.~--al'Kf:fontainmcnt building interior 
' structures. Additionally, the data .. shall l-e classifieq_by test program type 

I (production or sist~r)~-ba~ size, bar position and Cadwelder •.. Pata shall be 
provided in __ each category on the sequence of splicing, on the total-number of 

! spli~·-m3'de on the, visual rejects. on production tests and failures, aild·ort 
' --stsfer tests and failures. Data shall also be provided on welder qualification';..: 

·· -ari_cL_r:_~_gy_aJ.iiica.t-i~-jncJuding ___ g(!~?-~, . b~.r. .s _i z~-- i!!ld __ bar __ pos iti.on •.. ,;; --- .. · --- · · 
Se<- :I!'el'n _/l.,.o. II ,,n ,;;Ae E;;ctbsv.r"t::. -,6 I ·.f'is·e.,,.,,?u.l:S 
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